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3. Other Notes


	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	_3_ Other Notes_w02F44t52I1WGl21NLRmgw: Fire/Hot Spot Detection- Mask, Fire size, fire temperature, FRP are the four outputs, uses Band 7, 3.9 um.Wilfred Schroeder tools used for deep dive- uses Landsat (maybe ER2 West Mims fire would be a useful Golden case- has the data - reprocessing for May 7-8 L1 be completed, available from Shobha/Straka).  Shobha says VIIRS detects more hot spots than MODIS.Fire range 300<T<600K, 2K precision, valid to 65 deg LZA.Reference data VIIRS and MODIS.May 18- comparison between VIIRS and ABI.Common false alarm scenarios- west coast Peru example- due to solar reflection or daytime heating. Band 6 near IR indicates high albedo. Proposed fixes- improved band 7 emissivity map (vs Band 14) to better estimate reflectance and/or use of shortwave bands to better screen out the reflective patches.Path to Provisional- show diurnal, spatial performance, quantify resolution impact vs VIIRS/MODIS.Himawari worse than ABI in fire detection, assumed due to spectral differences between AHI and ABI.PLPT issues identified (OK grass fire 2017061)- cold artifacts due to remapping to fixed grid, handling of pixels near saturation-need a 5K buffer, remapper smearing fires across 2-9 pixels.Very cold pixel delta T change < 2K, which is an algorithm screening threshold. Needs to be fixed.Is Albedo calculation using the ABI intermediate product for snow cover? Your own algorithm? Band 2 reflectance.Mexico comparison with VIIRS and MODIS on day 2017138.No unexpected false alarms identified. Anticipated issues due to sunlight and sfc characteristics better than AHI.Slide 48-Remapping and cold bias to be addressed on Path to Provisional. Need to watch diurnal, seasonal performance.Did not address area and FRP in this presentation- what is path to provisional plan? May get downstream (dust, smoke, AOD) product performance.No results for VIIRS bulk analysis of data, no FRP results. Show us your results vs spec.Only used most recent data and due to algorithm changes he was challenged to show more complete results.  Having issues with remapper.High Risk on Path to Provisional- PRO told them to determine impacts of remapping and then determine effort to fix and timeline for repairs.  Need metrics to determine fire product to compare with GOES legacy or user expectations. Can you quantify the temporal capability for smaller or shorter lived fires, can you better quantify what aspects of the fire seen by VIIRS is not detectable by ABI (size, intensity).  FRP- no discussion of performance and issues expected on Path to Provisional.Good work on Product Feedback Forum- keep it up. Work with SAB Fire and Smoke analysts.Future case studies could make use of L0 - L1 beta to use in assessents. Design an experiment and contact source. 
	_2_ If Conditionally Approved,_hM4Qyq5Q9Sy3H-oWbzNM*A: 
	Approval Status_1_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Off
	Approval Status_0_y78RGW57v8XnJXulRB-e7Q: Yes
	_1_ Review Board Comments_Uikep1Tmhmr5qNB7B2pA7A: The Fire/Hot Spot Detection AWG is congratulated on reaching beta maturity validation. Fire/Hot Spot Detection output components include Fire Mask, Fire Size/Area, fire temperature, and Fire Radiative Power (FRP). The Exec Board notes FRP (not presented) was not required at beta but is required for Provisional Validation. Reference data includes VIIRS and MODIS, both of which have established fire algorithms and therefore these are appropriate well characterized data sets for match-up comparisons. Field campaign data, say the West Mims Fire in Florida, may be a potential Golden Case for ABI/VIIRS/ER AVIRIS cross-comparisons.  Solar reflection and daytime heating have been identified as causes for false alarms (west coast of Peru example). Proposed fixes were identified to include an improved band 7 (3.9 um) emissivity map (vs Band 14) to better estimate reflectance and/or use of shortwave bands to better screen out the highly reflective patches. Cold artifacts were found due to remapping to fixed grid (e.g., Oklahoma grass fire).  Handling of pixels near saturation needs a 5K buffer; the remapper is smearing fires across 2-9 pixels indicating possible issue with remapper.  The AWG only used very recent data due to algorithm changes and will need to show more complete results at Provisional Validation.  Algorithm screening thresholds need to be adjusted and require more detailed study.The AWG stated no unexpected false alarms were identified. Anticipated issues due to sunlight and surface characteristics  identified with AHI are not as severe with ABI, possibly due to spectral differences but this needs further study. We note stray light problem found with AHI was corrected on GOES-16 ABI and may in part account for better ABI performance. The Exec Board recommends remapping and cold bias be addressed on Path to Provisional. Need to evaluate diurnal, seasonal performance of the fire product suite.  Because the AWG did not address Fire Area and FRP at beta, a plan is needed to address the Path to Provisional. We note there may be other downstream product dependency performance impacts (dust, smoke, AOD). No results for VIIRS bulk analysis of data was presented and this should be covered at Provisional Validation vs spec.There are a number of risks on the Path to Provisional- We recommend the AWG determine impacts of remapping and then determine the level of effort to fix and the timeline for repairs.  We need to see metrics to determine how the ABI fire product  compares with GOES legacy or user expectations. Can you quantify the temporal capability for smaller or shorter lived fires, can you better quantify what aspects of the fire seen by VIIRS is not detectable by ABI (size, intensity).  The AWG is commended for their good work and collaboration in the Product Feedback Forum- keep it up. We recommend AWG continue user collaborations, with NWS and the Operations Proving Ground and NCEP/SPC in particular, and with the SAB Fire and Smoke analysts.Future case studies could make use of some select L1 beta data (owing to the large data volume) to use in assessments. We recommend AWG design an experiment for the use of L1 beta and contact a source within Program/AWG/CWG to provide it.
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